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, 1. OBJECTIVE
It was expected that the areal extent of a snow cover
could be measured on space imagery and that the thickness of the
0 snow cover could be evaluated by using multispectral techniques
H and densitometry. Repetitive coverage would allow to follow the
evolution of the snow cover in time and link this to the run off
of the area.
H The area, chosen for the investigation, the "Plateau des
H Tailles, covers a surface of approximately 200 km2. It is being
drained to all directions by four large watersheds and some rills
S belonging to other basins. The area has been under investigation
04 A for several years from several points of view.
For the present project the following imagery was requested
I En ,bulk processed B&W 70 mm Neg Transparencies M.S.S. band 4,5,6,7
Zpa bulk processed B&W 9,5in. Pos Transparencies M.S.S. band 4,5,6,7
S$Z Coverage from November to April was required. Cloud cover was
S>E4 . allowed up to 20%.
2. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
2.1. Imagery received and recorded
On April 17, 1973 a first set of photographs was received.
They were taken on December 22, 1972. On June, 14, 1973 the second
set of photographs was received. This set was taken in the adjoining
Original photography may be. ur.cha .d ,
ORQS Data Center
iOth and Dakota' Avenue
SIou Fals SD 5719
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19740005913 2020-03-23T12:01:00+00:00Z
2.-
strip on December 21, 1972. The area under investigation 
was
covered by clouds on December 22.
In this period no detectable snow fall was recorded.
In March a snow fall has occurred in the period of the
overflight. This imagery has not been received.
2.2. Field investigations
A field crew has visited the area every time it was
covered by snow during the overflight period. Unfortunately this
happened only twice, namely on February 13 and 14, 1973 and 
on
March 21 and 22, 1973. During the latter period only melting snow
at a few sites was recorded. Snow thicknesses and densities were
measured at 23 selected sites. At the same time discharges on the
four main watercourses have been measured. These measurements
have been continued monthly. Water samples were collected on
February 28, April 1, April 26 and 27, 1973.
2.3. Laboratory studies
Eight water samples have been analyzed. Density measure-
ments have been performed on the ERTS-imagery. Optical densitometry
was made on the Joyce-Loebl densitometer MK III CS. Since only
imagery without snow cover was received, the measurements could not
be compared to snow-covered areas. Photographic density slicing was
also experimented.
2.4. Determination and location of striking points
Some striking features have been located. The list of
these points are given in the table below. The coordinates have
been read on the existing topographic maps.
3.-
Identification and location of characteristic points
Identification NB EL
1. Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle) 50046118" 6005100"
2. Dam on the Vesdre River 50036'58" 6005'35"
3. Rhine bend South of Cologne 50050'07" 6058150"
4. Confluence of Ourthe and Aisne 50022'45" 5031'17"
5. Laroche-en-Ardenne 50011103" 5034'40"
6. Confluence of West-and East-Ourthe 50008'00" 5040'48"
7. Our bend West of Steinebrick 50013'13" 6010112"
8. Laacher See 50024'16" 7016'55"
9. Confluence of Rhine and Moselle 50021'14" 7036'20"
10. Moselle bend West of Fdinger 50004'03" 7007'30"
11. Confluence of Semois and Mellier 49041121" 5031132"
12. Our bend North of Vianden 49057159" 6009'29"
13. Confluence of Saar and Moselle 49042108" 6033'40"
3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Only one period was covered so far. At that period
there was no snow cover. One of the two imagery sets (MSS 4,5,6
and 7) is very clear and will serve as background for the measure-
ments on the imagery taken, in March, the only period in which the
area was covered by snow.
The area may be too small for accurate measurements
although we prefer to wait until the reception of the Marc'
imagery to draw a final conclusion.
4.-
The band 5,6 and especially 7, seem to be of extremely
good quality for geologic interpretation. The river pattern is
easily distinguishable.
Since only a set of imagery has been received, no changes
in data requirements are needed.
November, 15, 1973.
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